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[Bernard Madoff - Part I is available at www.richardking.net/numart.htm] 

 

 [This expose is neither designed to extol nor defame Bernard Madoff.  
Its purpose is simply to study the correlation between one's numbers, life and destiny.] 

 

------------------------------------------------------ 

The superior man understands what is right; 
the inferior man understands what will sell. 

Confucius 
------------------------------------------------------ 

 What you have not done will never befall you. 
Only what you have done will befall you. 

Dadu - 16th Century Saint 
------------------------------------------------------ 

 
There is no doubt Bernie Madoff had charisma and a public persona. In Part I we discussed this as 
being an aspect of his 9 Lifepath, 33 and 66 master influences in his Basic Matrix and Specific 
Inclusion, the 66 residing in his 5th House of versatility, diversity and man. What is interesting about 
the 9 vibration is that because it is the Grand Elemental [see The King's Book of Numerology, 
Volume I: Foundations & Fundamentals], it has the ability to blend with everyone and everything. 
The number 9 added to a number always equals that number [for example: 9 + 4 = 13 > 1 + 3 = 4; 9 + 

8 = 17 > 1 + 7 = 8]. This attribute, therefore, has a chameleon quality to it, thus giving Madoff the 
ability to blend and transform the "coloring" of his words and actions to fit those his victims, making 
them feel comfortable and nurtured in his words [remember his 33 and 66 master numbers?]. In the 
biologic sense, chameleons are lizards, i.e. reptiles. Snakes are part of the reptilian family. Adjectives 
associated with the word reptilian are: treacherous, harmful, mean, despicable, debased, contemptible. 
It is a safe bet there are few people who do not think of Bernard Madoff in such terms. This is, of 
course, not to say all people with 9 energy in their charts are snakes. It is to say that the 9 energy has 
the potential of being extremely malefic in its negative expression, just as it has the potential of being 

wonderfully benefic in its positive expression. It is also to say that 9 energy is very powerful, public, 
dominant and charismatic and that wolves do cloak and camouflage themselves in sheep's clothing. 
 
To add to this 9 discussion, Madoff's chameleon charisma and public persona were intensely 
strengthened in his Name Timeline [NTL]. His middle name, "Lawrence," and his surname, 
"Madoff" are both 9s as well. With his 9 Lifepath that gives him a double NTL Income/Reality set of 
9/9. That's not all. His second, third and fourth Challenges in his Life Matrix (see The King's Book 

of Numerology II: Forecasting - Part 1] were comprised of a 1/9 I/R set too!. More 9 energy! In this 1/9 
I/R set, however, the influence is the One, the self, ego, leader, boss, star and self-interest. In effect, 
this gave Madoff a quality of being the star (1) among the public (9). A 9 Lifepath, 9 middle name with 
a 9 PE, 9 last name also with a 9 PE, 9 second Challenge, 9 Third (Grand/Core] Challenge and a 9 
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Fourth (Crown/Final] Challenge gave him immense influence in the pubic sector and great facility of 
playing the role as the dreaded masquerading wolf. 
    
All of Madoff's Nine (9) energy, however, is not the root cause of his malicious behavior. Take a look 

at the following Life Matrix. 
 

 
 
Arguably, the most problematic aspect of his chart were his voids of Seven (7) and Eight (8) in 
conjunction with his 1/9 set. Seven is the energy of thought, wisdom, reflection, introspection, 
awareness, spirituality, substance and deep sensitivity. When void, let alone when negatively 
aspected as it is in his chart, the 7 is potentially ruthless, cold, thoughtless and compassionless. 

Madoff could care less about his prey. Their well-being meant nothing to him whatsoever. His life 
was all about him and his power in the flock as reflected in his 1/9 Challenges. 
 
The Eight (8) void compounds the problem. Eight is the energy of commerce, connection, circulation, 
flow, administration, orchestration, integration, manipulation, management, usury, material power, 
wealth and comfort, of being in-the-loop, a mover and shaker personality. Eights love the social arena. 
The only problem is that Madoff used the 8 energy to negatively take advantage of people. Without 
any depth of thought for others (7v), he was simply a cold, ruthless, user. To make matters still worse, 

the 8v Influence had to filter through Madoff's 8 Expression, compounding the usurious nature of his 
behavior. The 7-8 conjunction is one of the most difficult, if not the most difficult, numerical 
configuration. When it is voided and challenged in the same I/R set, as in Madoff's case, nothing good 
can possibly be the outcome.  Combined with his massive concentration of Nine (9) energy, his 1 
Challenge of self and ego and his 11-33-44 master number grouping in his Basic Matrix as well as the 
66 master energy in his 5th house, it all equated to exactly who and what Madoff painted himself to 
be - a golden-tongued, false-hearted, ruthless, usurious wolf in seductive sheep's attire. 
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But why was he caught so late? Good question. None of his antics were revealed until he turned 70 
years old. Remember the 7 is void in his chart? It is also Challenged, the outcome of a voided 8 
passing through a voided 8 Expression to create a 16-7, the Great Purifier [8v + 8v = 16-7 which also 

happens to be void]. Madoff was arrested on 11 December 2008 in the first year of his Seventies 
decade, a ten year period that is voided and challenged in his chart followed by another ten year Eight 
period (the eighties decade of his life) which is also voided and challenged. See the destiny? 
 
Voids, especially in a Challenge position, are extremely problematic and portend trouble, even chaos 
in their energy field. This is why it is advisable when naming children to have no voids in the natal 
name. Yet, ultimately, God will decide the destiny. Those who are meant to suffer or be made to 
contend with a specific energy's absence will not heed this advice. 

 
 
Dadu's QuoteDadu's QuoteDadu's QuoteDadu's Quote    
 
Saint Dadu's quote casts a very balancing weight to the whole Madoff scenario: What you have not 
done will never befall you. Only what you have done will befall you. Saint Ravidas says: The fruit of 
action unfailingly overtakes the doer. Both of these quotes are germane to this discussion and they 

also bear upon those people who were directly affected by Madoff's insidious, baneful, wicked wolfery.  
 
In this world, what goes 'round always, always comes back around. It is inescapable. What we reap, 
we sow. It's the universal law of this creation - not philosophy, but law. It is obvious that Madoff will 
be paying retribution for his crimes for a long time to come, but in regard to karmic law, there are no 
innocent victims in this world. Therefore, those individuals who were taken advantage of by Madoff 
had to have done the "taking" at some point in their existence either in this life or a previous life, 
otherwise they couldn't have been "taken" in this life.  

 
None of us normal humans is elevated enough to see the relationship between Madoff and the other 
players in this whole karmic drama in relation to past lives. In some capacity, those who fell prey to 
Madoff must have done the preying at some previous time in some previous incarnation to someone 
else, perhaps even to Madoff himself.  Otherwise, what befell them could never have befallen them. 
What you have not done will never befall you. Only what you have done will befall you.  In other 
words, if we do the "taking" and play the role of the "taker," eventually we will be taken from and play 

the role of the "takee," i.e., the victim. If we prey on others, we will eventually be preyed upon because 
The fruit of action unfailingly overtakes the doer. The law of karma is inexorable, says 20th Century 
Saint, Sawan Singh. The scales of justice must be balanced, and karma law is the balancing tool. As 
Guru Nanak states: I blame no one. I blame my own karmas. This is a sobering thought, but it is a 
prerequisite for individual responsibility and spiritual maturity. We must own up to everything that 
happens to us because it could not happen if we did not create it in the first place, if we did not plant 
the seeds of the harvest our actions produce.  
 

It's always easier and more satisfying to blame someone else, to point fingers elsewhere, but this 
tactic is spiritually invalid and weak. We unfailingly and eventually reap what we sow. It's the eternal 
law of life. No one is exempt from it. King, queen, prince, pauper, adult, child, celebrity, hobo - all are 
subject to karmic law. Furthermore, when we point a finger at someone else, three of our own fingers 
point back at us. It is not comfortable to blame ourselves, but it is spiritually responsible. Nothing can 
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happen to us that we did not create in the first place. What you have not done will never befall you. 
Only what you have done will befall you. What goes around always comes back around. No one 
escapes karmic law. What we place into the circle of life, circles back to us naturally. To live in full 
awareness of this fact of life from moment to moment as we walk this earth, not just to talk about it or 

acknowledge that we understand it, is to live within the boundaries of a spiritual life style. Therefore, 
let us all learn from the life of Bernie Madoff and exhort ourselves to watch the seeds we plant 
because they will eventually return to us, like it or not, and most likely at a time and place not of our 
choosing or a taste not of our liking. We all, indeed, reap exactly what we sow, and the lives we are 
living are the lives we created. The sooner we reconcile ourselves to this fact, the sooner we will begin 
our journey up, not down, the Ladder of Light. 
~ finis 
 

Quote of the MonthQuote of the MonthQuote of the MonthQuote of the Month    
The superior man understands what is right; 
the inferior man understands what will sell. 

Confucius 
------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Spiritual Quote of the MonthSpiritual Quote of the MonthSpiritual Quote of the MonthSpiritual Quote of the Month    
 

 What you have not done will never befall you. 

Only what you have done will befall you. 
Dadu - 16th Century Saint 

 ------------------------------------------------------- 
 Poem of the MonthPoem of the MonthPoem of the MonthPoem of the Month 

JusticeJusticeJusticeJustice    
© 1998 Richard Andrew King 

 
Logic doesn't rule the world. 
The Law of Karma does. 

It is the way the world works 
since the world was. 

 

In counterpoint to justice lacking 
in this world of women, men; 

in Truth, there's total justice 
from beginning to the end, 

 

for Justice rules through karma, 
not through human laws. 
Justice is Divinely based; 
its roots in Godly Cause. 

 

Think not there is no justice. 
There is, but we're confined 
to understand its workings 
from this side of the Blind. 
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Remember, karma is inexorable. 
Its justice is unflawed. 
There never is injustice 

in the Hallowed Halls of God. 
 

------------------------------------------ 
 

RRiicchhaarrdd  AAnnddrreeww  KKiinngg  --  BBooookkss  

www.richardking.net/books.htm 
 

 

99 Poems of the Spirit 
 

99 Poems of the Spirit draws from the writings of Perfect Saints, Masters, Mystics 
and Sacred Scriptures. Designed to lift the consciousness, mind and heart, all of the 
poems are original works by Richard King. Their purpose is to help connect the 
reader with the mystic side of life in order to enhance the process of self-realization 
while advancing on the spiritual path and climbing the ladder leading to the ultimate 
attainment of God Realization. It is a treasure chest of poetic spiritual gems offered to 
excite, educate and stimulate the mind and soul in the glorious journey of spiritual 
ascent. ($23.98)   

 

 

Messages from the Masters 

 
In a time where there is more need for enlightenment than ever before, Messages 

from the Masters offers timeless truths for genuine seekers thirsty for spiritual nectar. 
Messages from the Masters: Timeless Truths for Spiritual Seekers is a rich source of 
hundreds of quotes from a cavalcade of nine Perfect Saints throughout the last six 
hundred years. The messages focus on the importance of the Divine Diet, the 
priceless Human Form, Reincarnation, the World, the Negative Power and Soul 

Food.   ($23.98)   
 

 

The Age of the Female: A Thousand Years of Yin 

 
The Age of the Female: A Thousand Years of Yin highlights the profound and 
extraordinary ascent of the female in the modern world, offering compelling and 
irrefutable evidence that, indeed, the age of the female has arrived and the next 
thousand years belong, not to him, but to her. Rich in scientific research and historic 
fact, it is a stimulating and provocative read for everyone on this earth committed to 
living a whole, harmonious, aware and successful life during the next thousand years.  
($23.98)   

 

 

The Age of the Female II: Heroines of the Shift 
 
The Age of the Female II: Heroines of the Shift continues the remarkable journey of the 
female's ascent in the modern world of the 2nd Millennium. This installment is a 
general read in five chapters honoring the accomplishments of women in categories of 
female firsts, female Nobel laureates, female athletes, female icons and female 
quotations. This is an exciting read for everyone, especially females of all ages who are 
inspired by the accomplishments of women. It is educational, entertaining and 
important in this new age of Yin energy. ($23.98) 
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Blueprint of a Princess: Diana Frances Spencer - Queen of Hearts 
 

The tragic death of Princess Diana of Wales - the most famous, the most photographed, 
the most written about woman of the modern world and possibly of all time - was one of 
the most shocking and saddening events of the late Twentieth Century. This book is 
dedicated to explaining her life and destiny from a numerological point of view and, upon 
her tragic death, answering that one question so poignantly written on a card of 
condolence left with the multitude of flowers before the gates of Buckingham Palace, 
"Why?" ($23.98) 

 
 

 

The King's Book of Numerology, Volume I - Foundations & Fundamentals 

 
is the first text in the KBN series. It is packed with new and exciting information. 
 
"The King's Book of Numerology is the best numerology book I've ever read."  M.W. 
 
"I've learned as much about numerology from The King's Book of Numerology the 
last few days than I have in my past five years of study." F.M. 
($24 - United States;   $39 - outside U.S.) 

 
 

 

The King's Book of Numerology II: Forecasting - Part 1 
 

The King's Book of Numerology II: Forecasting - Part 1 begins the journey of 
understanding the Life Matrix and the Divine Order of destiny. Featured are Life 
Cycle Patterns, the Pinnacle/Challenge Timeline, Epoch Timeline and Voids. After 
studying this book and putting its theories to practice, you will know beyond a 
shadow of a doubt that life is truly destined, opening the door for personal revolution 
and an elevation of consciousness into ancient mysteries of God's incredible 
handiwork. ($21.50) 

 


